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VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

PCRR JWTeam Srls  

NOTICE OF SALE OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
 
The undersigned PCRR JWTeam Srls (Commercial Recovery Plan and Resilience JWTeam Srls) - Registered office: Via Terrazzano 85, 
20017 Rho (MI), CF and PI 12092970966 , REA MI-2639853 , Pec: pcrrjwt@pec.it , in the capacity of Liquidator for private sale 

 

MAKES YOU KNOWN 
 

starting from 01-06-2022 specific assets of intangible assets are placed in NFT (Not Fungible Token), related to the name and know-how of the 
Owner / Applicant on all Intellectual Property, recognized by WIPO / UN, attributable to Vito Lavanga (Italy, LVNVTI57E16I493K). 

 
INTRODUCTION - This offer is part of a strong push towards the stimulus to sustainability, in every country on the planet; the 
know-how and name of the Owner / Applicants of the Intellectual Property registered on WIPO / UN, is made available exclusively to 
the beneficiary of the established asset, to carry out the relative development in the indicated country; the entire group of assets will be 
dynamically updated and available on http://www.expotv1.com/LIC/$WLV_NFT/LISTV.ASP , it will be extended to any country not 
yet reached (subject to certification in public registers). 

 
The generic " Basic License ", on a given territory, provides for authorization for the production, distribution and use of systems compliant with 
the patents attributable to Vito Lavanga (Italy, LVNVTI57E16I493K). The license, without the power to sub-license, includes the Licensee 
Preemption for future licenses on the same territory, in each Commercial Segment (ATECO / NACE); each license is understood to be active 
on the catchment area, as per specific legal extension of the country, for PRODUCTION / DISTRIBUTION, with sale anywhere, always in 
compliance with the free circulation of goods, where not precluded by third parties, even abroad. The license includes partnerships as per 
specific agreements or partnerships in business. Costs for consultancy and travel are excluded, which will be borne by the Licensee. The 
consideration for the " Basic License " provides for a percentage with the payment of an Advance , which is then reversed in subsequent half-
yearly adjustments. 

 

The NFTs are hired with the name WLV-CC (CC member country code WIPO / UN), they are Option rights on the acquisition of the 

specific basic license, by signing the relative advance; Once acquired, the NFTs can give rise to further negotiations to divide the rights 

into specific commercial segments (ATECO / NACE), in joint collaborations and in compliance with the first licensee's pre-emption. 

 
PCRR JWTeam Srls, Innovative Startup in the Business Register, will welcome the best collaboration proposals, the date-time of receipt PEC 
to pcrrjwt@pec.it,  will prove. More details can be found in the downloadable documentation in the attached sections. 

 

 
Rho, 01-07-2022 
 

PCRR JWTeam SRLS 
AU Vito Lavanga 
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